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presented the matter to the Secretary and was exploring possibili-
ties with other officials of the Government. He expects to see Secre-
tary of the Treasury Snyder tomorrow to obtain his advice about
the possibilities of using the Stabilization Fund procedure.

In conclusion, Foreign Minister Sharett said that he fully real-
ized the Secretary had not committed himself in any way but that
he nevertheless felt encouraged by the Secretary's remarks.
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The Charge in Syria (Clark} to the Department of. State 1

CONFIDENTIAL DAMASCUS, June 19, 1952—2 p. m.
788. Department pass Defense. Re Tel Aviv's Embtel 1363, June

13. Allegation by Israel FonOff that recent developments on Syro-
Israel border created as "diversion" from internal political develop-
ments appears completely unfounded. On contrary, notwithstand-
ing increasing Syr concern over Israeli activities in demil zone, as
revealed to us both privately and formally by Syr officials, we have
not detected single instance public condemnation of Israel action in
demil zone and zone has not even been mentioned in press sirce
present regime came to power. We interpret this restraint as re-
flecting Shishikli's genuine desire achieve mutually satis settle-
ment demil zone question on basis new demarcation line. Shld
Israel continue its steady encroachment on zone without any pros-
pect its mtg Syria part way, it is possible Syr tactics might change
in favor of airing Syrian grievances publicly. View tremendous
appeal to Syr sensibilities press campaign on this most delicate
question wld have, we hope progress can shortly be made in direct
negots between Syr and Israel on zone question.

In this regard, we are reassured by reports that Israeli have ac-
quiesced in MAC chairman's request cease plowing begun last
week on PLDC-owned land on east bank Jordan above Daughters
of Jacob's Bridge. This is land from which Arabs were ordered to
withdraw early last month (Legtel 649, May 5).

Referring above Bin Gev last para Tel Aviv ref tel, on visit to
this area June 17, Asst ArmAtt ascertained firing probably oc-
curred in connection with routine night maneuver by small unit.
Commanding officer asserted no firing directed toward Israel posts

1 Repeated to Amman, Jerusalem, London, Paris, Tel Aviv, Ankara, Baghdad,
Beirut, Cairo, and Jidda.


